Hebrew Grammar
Ross Homework Key

IBH 6.6
a. none
b.

1) The people dwelled in the land.
2) The women are here; the men are in the garden.
3) The king gave the cities to the warrior.
4) The man walked to the field.
5) Peace is in the city because God is there.

c.3. For all the words in part “c,” #3: Divide the syllables and label [1] syllables as open or closed (O or C), [2] shewas (VS or SS), [3] tone of each syllable (Post, T, PT, PPT), [4] qames (Q) or qames hatuf (QH), and [5] all dots as either Mappiq (M), Dagesh Forte (DF), or Dagesh Lene (DL).
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